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site is not available in your country This site is not available in your country Lucy Hale talked about her Fifty Shades audition and said she was dead. Lucy auditioned for the role of Anastasia Steele, who ended up going to Dakota Johnson. In case you're wondering how embarrassing the listening process was for Fifty
Shades of Grey, apparently the answer is very. As... verrrrrrry. It turns out Pretty Little Liars actress Lucy Hale auditioned for the role of Anastasia Steele and recently described it as really humiliating. I was very young, she told The Associated Press. It was supposed to be, not 10 years ago, it was a while ago, and I was,
like, upset. She went on to explain that while the audition was not an actual scene from the film, she had to read a very sexy forward monologue. I didn't even know I was speaking at the audition, like I didn't understand, she said. I was a little naive about it, all.... It was good for me because it scared the crap out of me to
do an audition like this. This content is imported from Twitter. You can find the same content in a different format, or you may be able to find more information on your website. So what was the audition? According to Entertainment Tonight, Lucy told MTV News in 2014 that the scene was like, the girl was telling her
friends about some of the sexcapade she had, but she goes to extreme detail and uses the word sperm a couple of times...., I don't know if I can do it. Obviously Dakota Johnson was eventually cast in the role and the rest of the NSFW story. This content is created and supported by a third party and is imported to this
page to help users provide their email addresses. You may be able to find more information about this and similar content on piano.io Go to the main content OfMay 2, 2012 We have been dealing for Dermot Mulroney ever since he played the slightly injured (but totally hot!) Michael O'Neill in My Best Friend's Wedding.
But it's his last gig as zoe Deschanel's love interest on New Girl that makes us want to run our hands through it Hair. There's a reason women all over the world fell in love with George Clooney. Aside from being utterly charming, talented and handsome, Clooney, that lovely style coif that brings out the old-Hollywood sex
appeal we just can't resist. Oh, come on, like you haven't thought about it? Jon Hamm may get most of the Mad Men attention, but it's John Slattery's Roger Sterling, and his bespoke costumes that gets us all hot and bothered. So what if he played politics with a sex fetish on Sex in the City? His cunning charisma is
more than something and in something and a schiirty. So, technically he's more of a brunette fox than a silver. But between Alec Baldwin's many SNL hosting gigs (remember his long-lost Jonas Brother, Gary Jonas?) and his pitch-perfect performance as Jack Donaghy on 30 Rock, we'd be happy to play Word With
Friends with him any day. Anderson Cooper's nickname is Silver Fox, so it's only fitting that he makes our list of favorites. We can't get enough of his unabashed love for the Bravo show, his piercing blue eyes (made only more dreamy of his hair), and his adorable giggle fits. Hey, Matt, how do you do that? We'll always
have a soft spot for Matt LeBlanc's sandwich-and-female-loving Joey Tribbiani on Friends, but did you know that he dyed his hair throughout the series launch? We're excited that LeBlanc's new role as an insecure version of himself- on Showtime Episodes allows his natural color and personality to shine through. With his
silver locks and disarming pale blue eyes, Aidan quinn makes us wonder if we had this tall, dark and beautiful thing all wrong. The roles of quinn in shows such as Weeds and Prime Suspect keep us glued to our TVs, but it's his character Officer Gary Halle's practical magic that us wishing we could whip up a bit of love
potion of our own. Half the reason we're obsessed with Jon Stewart is his spot on, a hilarious persona on The Daily Show. The other half is how cute he is while he delivers these clever jokes. One thing's for sure: Stewart (along with his network bromance partner Stephen Colbert) makes a satire of sexy, one well-
thought-out gag at a time. If anyone on television deserves the nickname McSteamy, it's Eric Dane. At Grey's Anatomy, he makes the brash, sometimes swarthy plastic surgeon Mark Sloan utterly irresistible. He's Irish. It's silver. He's Bond. James Bond. Pierce Brosnan may have hung up his 007 tuxedo in 2002 after
four Bond films, but his fervor remains. There are any gal name list of her favorite movies and no doubt Pretty Woman has a place on this list. Richard Gere's turn in rom-com is somehow still attractive, although his character, erm, hires More recently, Gere is still paired up to screens in films such as Nights in Rodanthe,
in which he starred alongside another timeless lady fox, Diana Lane. Depression that develops for the first time while recovering from a heart attack recovery is greater than the depression that began before the attack. Recovery from a heart attack is tough enough without facing a fog of depression. However, this is
exactly what happens to nearly half of heart attack survivors. Depression is a painful, isolating, joyless state of mind that interferes with recovery and dulls life. This may even make it shorter for people with post-heart attack depression two to three times more likely to have another heart attack or die prematurely
compared to survivors who have no depression. As a dreary artist's palette, the term depression covers everything from light gray mild depression to dark black serious, life-threatening mental illness. It is not only the severity of the condition that varies from person to person. Depression after a heart attack is not a
universal classification. Different variations have different effects on the heart and recovery. The development of depression for the first time while recovering from a heart attack appears to be more cardiotoxic than the depression that began before the attack. Dutch researchers interviewed 468 heart attack survivors
three months after their attacks and again at 12 months, asked them to complete several standard mood and personality questionnaires, and monitored their health for 30 months. Among volunteers who developed depression for the first time after a heart attack, 33% died of cardiovascular disease or had a heart attack,
stroke or other cardiovascular events during that time. This is much higher than among those who did not develop depression (21.5%) The results of the study were published in the Journal of the American College of Cardiology. What difference? Depression occurs for reasons ranging from personal failures to chemical
imbalances in the brain. , a neurotransmitter that also affects blood vessels. Depression that first appears after a heart attack may be different from classical depression. This can represent fear of death, grief due to loss of health, or the trouble of adapting to a traumatic and life-changing experience of a heart attack. Fear,
grief and post-traumatic stress are very similar to depression, but do not necessarily respond to the same treatment strategies. Do antidepressants help heart attack victims? Treatment of depression after a heart attack has long been left to doctors. Early efforts using old antidepressants were unsuccessful, as the drugs
sometimes disrupted the heart rhythm and threatened an already weakened heart. Testing of new type antidepressants known as selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as fluoxetine fluoxetine Prozac), sertraline (general, zoloft), and others, went slowly. Two small studies completed in 2002 and 2003 showed that
heart attack survivors could safely take sertraline, and that the drug alleviated symptoms of depression and could prevent repeated heart-related heart attacks. Canadian researchers have just added a third study. Researchers recruited 248 men and women with depression who had recently experienced a heart attack or
artery discovery of angioplasty. Depression improved more in those who took citalopram (general, Celexa, Lexapro) within 12 weeks than those who took a placebo. Drug therapy also worked better than conversational therapy. So far, clinical trials testing the safety and efficacy of antidepressants for heart attack victims
have involved fewer than 1,000 people and lasted for months at best. This is too few people and too little time to paint an accurate picture of the safety and efficacy of these drugs. However, the effects of depression are severe enough to justify antidepressant therapy if necessary. An individual approach from a health
perspective, depression gets in the way of taking medications that protect the heart and blood vessels. This depletes the determination to exercise or adopt a healthier diet. It breeds a sense of helplessness and isolates people from those who can help. Breaking out of depression can be hard to do on your own. It often
takes the effort of a family member, friend, or doctor to help you recognize and resolve a problem. The standard approach to depression includes conversational therapy and medication. Selective serotonin reuptake inhibitors such as citalopram (general, Celexa, Lexapro) or sertraline (general, zoloft) can help both
depression and heart disease. Depression that first appears after a heart attack may respond to these approaches as well. If not, ask your doctor for a referral to a therapist who can help you sort out your thoughts and feelings and perhaps hit on more specific therapies that can help you relieve depression. Some doctors
look at the depression that occurs after a heart attack as an understandable reaction to a stressful event that will disappear as you feel better. It's usually much more than that. Regardless of its origin, acknowledging the signs of depression, realizing that they are not only in your mind, and getting help will be good for your
heart, your health, and your life. Disclaimer: As a service to our readers, Harvard Health Publishing provides access to our archived content library. Please note the date of the last review or the update of all articles. No content This site, regardless of date, should never be used as a substitute for direct medical advice
from your doctor or other qualified doctor. Doctor. Doctor. between shades of gray download free
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